Nebraska Earth Day Passport

CHALLENGE DESCRIPTIONS
Earth Day Omaha & Sarpy County Earth Day are teaming up to present a Metro-wide Earth Day celebration
from April 15th–May 15th, 2021. In place of the traditional Environmental Expo, Exhibitors will have the
opportunity to connect virtually with Earth Day attendees (aka players) using the Nebraska Earth Day Passport
app. Players will visit virtual Exhibitor "booths" by selecting Passport Challenges and competing for daily
points and prizes. Up to 10,000 participants from Douglas & Sarpy County and beyond will be able to play
using the month long Nebraska Earth Day Passport.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Players will log in to the app and scroll through the menu of challenges.
After selecting a challenge, players will land on a unique Challenge Details
page, featuring:
Exhibitor's submitted description & challenge instructions
Exhibitor's submitted picture or logo
Exhibitor's URL
Exhibitors can pick ONE challenge to include on the Passport app.
Additional challenges can be purchased for $50 each. Some challenge
types are only available at the Sponsorship level.

CHALLENGE OPTIONS
CHECK IN CODE
Create a participation code or pass-phrase to give to players who
check in either electronically or in person. Examples of a check in
challenge include:
Visiting a business or physical destination and speaking with a
representative. Provide the code in person or with a poster.
Visiting a webpage. Provide the code by having players interact
on your website by clicking a link, filling out a form, watching a
video, etc.
Attending a virtual or in person event or activity. Provide the code
at the event or upon proof of activity completion.
Liking a page or interacting on social media. Direct message the
code to players.
Once completed, players enter the code into the app and points are
automatically awarded.

SURVEY
Create your own survey of up to five questions to capture data and
insights from the audience.
Points are automatically awarded upon completing the survey on the
app.
Survey results are exported and sent to the Exhibitor.

LIVE POLL
Discover what the audience is thinking in real time.
Poll the players with a question and up to five
predetermined answer choices.
Points are automatically awarded upon completing
the poll on the app.
Direct players to your website to view everyone's
responses! We provide the custom iFrame.

CAPTION THIS PHOTO
Post a photo and prompt and let players create a
caption.
Points are automatically awarded upon
submitting a caption on the app.
Direct players to your website to view everyone's
captions! We provide the custom iFrame.

WORD CLOUD
Create a prompt and take the pulse of the audience
showing the language they use in a word cloud.
Points are automatically awarded upon
submitting a word on the app.
Direct players to your website to view everyone's
responses! We provide the custom iFrame.

SPONSOR CHALLENGES
INAPP TRIVIA
Trivia games are worth MEGA POINTS and create
extra excitement for competing players!
Sponsor a question on one of the Earth Day Trivia
Games or create your own game, choosing from
several options (3 Strikes, Countdown Quiz, Timed
Game, Game Show, Quiz).
Add an iFrame to your website to display the trivia
game leaderboard!
Interested in signing up? Please contact the
organization for sponsorship offerings!

QUESTION OF THE DAY
Have your challenge featured at the top of the day's
menu!
Players will have one day to answer your unique
question for MEGA POINTS.
Interested in signing up? Please contact the
organization for sponsorship offerings!

ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Player information captured within the Exhibitor's challenge will be available to the Exhibitor upon player
agreement. To ensure collection of player data, you will need to solicit it within your challenge (e.g. check in
challenge, survey)
All challenges will be promoted to the public outside of the app, and participants can chose to complete
them without signing up and playing for points.
All challenges can be completed by players who do not have access to a smart device. Exhibitors will need
to collect the players first and last name and contact information to be auto-logged in to the app.
The app is a service of SocialPoint. To view their privacy policy, please visit:
https://www.socialpoint.io/privacy-policy/

